WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Hardback
$35.95
01/11/2022
Algonquin Books
FICTION / Cultural
Heritage
9781616209957
336 pages
6.0 X 9.0
PRINT RUN 50K
 Bestselling author of
The Space Between
Us
 Moving, and
heartbreaking story
of love and cultural
violence
 Story about gender,
caste, and religion
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Honor
Umrigar, Thrity
Bestselling author Thrity Umrigar tells the moving story of
two Indian women and the courage they inspire in each
other.
When Indian American journalist Smita returns to India to
cover the story of Meena, she sees a culture where the
marriage of a Hindu woman to a Muslim man is a source of
family shame, a culture where being a woman is often shaped
by violence. While Meena’s fate hangs in the balance, Smita
tries in every way she can to right the scales. But she must also
finally reckon with the privilege that becoming an American has
given her, as well as face the trauma that led to her own family
leaving India.While on assignment, Smita also finds herself
increasingly drawn to a man she meets. Yet the dual love
stories of Honor are as different as the cultures from which
they emanate; Smita enters into a casual affair knowing that
she can decide, later, how much it means to her. At what point
will she reckon with what her American privilege has afforded
her? And what does she owe the women of her homeland?
Fans of Etaf Rum’s A Woman Is No Man will be gripped by the
heartbreaking and perceptive story of Meena and Smita, two
women trying to navigate how to live in a country where
reprehensible things continue to happen, a country that they
want, more than anything, to love and claim as their own.

Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
http://thomasallen.ca

WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Hardback
$40.99
01/13/2022
Amazon/Brilliance
Publishing
FICTION / Thrillers /
General
9781542019880
400 pages
5.5 X 8.3

PRINT RUN 200K
 stand alone novel by
a bestsellng author

Quicksilver
A Thriller
Koontz, Dean
#1 New York Times bestselling master of suspense Dean
Koontz takes a surprising and exhilarating road trip with a
man in pursuit of his strange past—mile by frightening mile.
Quinn Quicksilver was born a mystery—abandoned at three
days old on a desert highway in Arizona. Raised in an
orphanage, never knowing his parents, Quinn had a happy if
unexceptional life. Until the day of “strange magnetism.” It
compelled him to drive out to the middle of nowhere. It helped
him find a coin worth a lot of money. And it practically saved
his life when two government agents showed up in the diner in
pursuit of him. Now Quinn is on the run from those agents and
who knows what else, fleeing for his life.During a shoot-out at a
forlorn dude ranch, he finally meets his destined companions:
Bridget Rainking, a beauty as gifted in foresight as she is with
firearms, and her grandpa Sparky, a romance novelist with an
unusual past. Bridget knows what it’s like to be Quinn. She’s
hunted, too. The only way to stay alive is to keep
moving.Barreling through the Sonoran Desert, the formidable
trio is impelled by that same inexplicable magnetism toward
the inevitable. With every deeply disturbing mile, something
sinister is in the rearview—an enemy that is more than a match
for Quinn. Even as he discovers within himself resources that
are every bit as scary.
9781713626169 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713626176 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
http://thomasallen.ca

WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Paperback Original
$25.95
03/15/2022
Algonquin Books
FICTION / Anthologies
(multiple authors)
9781643751993
336 pages
5.5 X 8.3
PRINT RUN 50K
 introduction by Neil
Gaiman
 all-star contributor
list
 all original stories
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Small Odysseys
Selected Shorts Presents 35 New Stories
Tinti, Hannah - Gaiman, Neil
Thirty-five literary luminaries come together in this stunning
collection of all new works.
Small Odysseys sweeps the reader into the landscape of the
contemporary short story, featuring never-before-published
works by many of our most preeminent authors as well as upand-coming superstars, all in a single beautiful volume.
Published in partnership with the beloved literary radio
program and live show Selected Shorts, this collection captures
its spirit in print for the first time. The thirty-five stories in this
volume will be honored in a full-day event at the time of
publication, performed live in New York and streamed in real
time all over the globe. For longtime fans of Symphony Space’s
Selected Shorts, as well as readers of anthologies like Best
American or magazines like One Story, this wide-ranging
collection is a must-have for any lover of contemporary
literature. As varied and diverse as the modern literary world
itself, it offers stories that are in turn striking, generous,
provocative, and joyful—and on every page
extraordinary.FEATURING Rabih Alameddine * Jenny Allen *
Aimee Bender * Marie-Helene Bertino * Jai Chakrabarti *
Patrick Cottrell * Elizabeth Crane * Michael Cunningham *
Patrick Dacey * Edwidge Danticat * Dave Eggers * Omar El
Akkad * Lauren Groff * Jacob Guajardo * A.M. Homes * Mira
Jacob * Jac Jemc * Etgar Keret * Lisa Ko * Victor LaValle * J.
Robert Lennon * Ben Loory * Carmen Maria Machado * Juan
Martinez * Maile Meloy * Joe Meno * Lesley Nneka Arimah *
Susan Perabo * Helen Phillips * Namwali Serpell * Rivers
Solomon * Elizabeth Strout * Luis Alberto Urrea * Jess Walter *
Weike Wang

Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
http://thomasallen.ca

WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Hardback
$35.95
01/25/2022
Algonquin Books
FICTION / Literary
9781643750941
384 pages
6.0 X 9.0
PRINT RUN 75K
 For fans of ambitious
literary novels with
page-turning plotlike Lost Children
Archive
 Maren’s Sugar Run
received glowing
reviews from
national media
 Suspenseful, fresh
and utterly brilliant
second novel
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Perpetual West
Maren, Mesha
The riveting, brilliant new novel by the critically-acclaimed
author of Sugar Run “Perpetual West is an ambitious novel
rendered in striking, sensual prose.
When Alex and Elana move from small-town Virginia to El
Paso, they are just a young married couple, each the other’s
best friend, intent on a new beginning. Born in Mexico but
adopted by white American Pentecostal parents, Alex is hungry
to learn about the place where he was born. He spends every
free moment across the border in Juárez—perfecting his
Spanish, hanging with a collective of young activists, and
studying Mexican professional wrestling, “lucha libre,” for his
graduate work in sociology. Though Elana has enrolled at the
local university as well, she feels disillusioned by academia and
struggles to find her place in their new home. She also has no
idea that Alex has fallen in love with Mateo, a lucha libre
fighter. When Alex goes missing and Elana can’t determine
whether he left of his own accord or was kidnapped, it’s clear
that neither of them is able to face who they really are.
Spanning their journey from Virginia to Texas to Mexico, Mesha
Maren's thrilling and fiercely intelligent follow-up to Sugar
Run takes us from missionaries to wrestling matches to a
luxurious cartel compound, and deep into the psychic choices
that shape our identities. A sweeping novel that tells us as
much about America and Mexico as it does about our own
natures and desires, Perpetual West is an utterly engaging look
at the false divide between high and low culture, and a
suspenseful story of how harrowing events can bring our true
selves to the surface.

Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
http://thomasallen.ca

WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Paperback Original
$17.95
03/01/2022
Amazon/Brilliance
Publishing
FICTION / Thrillers /
Suspense
9781542034067
320 pages
5.5 X 8.3
NO PRINT RUN
AVAILABLE
 Author lives in BC
 Over 2 m books sold
 Daphne Du Maurier
award winner/
Arthur Ellis Award
finalist/ 3 Time RITA
finalist

The Patient's Secret
A Novel
White, Loreth Anne
Secrets worth dying—and killing—for, in a novel of suspense
inspired by a horrific true crime by Washington Post and
Amazon Charts bestselling author Loreth Anne White.
When the battered body of a female jogger is found beneath
the cliffs of an idyllic coastal community, these perfect
neighbors suddenly don’t seem so perfect…Lily Bradley is a
respected psychotherapist married to a distinguished
professor. They live in a dream house with their two children in
close-knit Story Cove. Lily lives a well-ordered life. Or so it
seems. As a therapist, she knows everyone keeps things
hidden. Even her.Then sensual and free-spirited Arwen Harper
rolls into town in her hand-painted VW van, her sixteen-yearold son riding shotgun. Overnight, Story Cove’s secrets are no
longer safe. Because Arwen might know her new neighbors
better than they know themselves.Now someone is dead, and
it looks like murder. Brutal and personal. The death invites the
shrewd eye of Detective Rue Duval. Rue’s job is to expose
secrets. But she’s also an expert at keeping them.As the lives of
three women become inexorably entwined, one thing is clear:
when it comes to survival, ordinary people can do the most
terrible things.
9781713621447 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713621454 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
http://thomasallen.ca

WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Hardback
$32.95
05/17/2022
Algonquin Books
FICTION / General
9781616209582
352 pages
6.0 X 9.0
PRINT RUN 50K
Psychological pageturner
 Some elements of art
history
 Exposes the myth of
class mobility
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Metropolis
A Novel
Shapiro, B. A.
From bestselling author B. A. Shapiro, a gripping novel that
follows six mysterious characters whose lives intersect when
a tragedy occurs at the storage facility where they all rent
units.
In Metropolis we meet six unforgettable characters who never
would have met if not for their rental units at Metropolis
Storage Warehouse. When a harrowing accident—or is it an
accident?—occurs in the building, each character is forced to
consider their life circumstances: Serge, a mentally unstable
but brilliant street photographer who lives in his unit; Zach, the
storage facility owner and an ex-drug dealer, who purchases
Serge’s undeveloped photographs and discovers they contain
clues to the mysterious accident; Marta, an undocumented
immigrant hiding from ICE in her unit; Liddy, an abused wife
and mother, who is responsible for the accident, unless she
intended it; Jason, a lawyer who has left his big firm and now
practices out of his unit; and Rose, the office manager who
takes kickbacks to let people live in the facility and has her own
disintegrating family to deal with. The characters have different
backgrounds: they are different races and religions; they’re
young, and they’re not so young; they are rich, poor, and
somewhere in the middle. As they dip in and out of one
another’s stories and struggle to salvage their own lives—and
discover the truth behind the accident—Metropolis traces how
their interlocking narratives connect them and tear them apart.

Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
http://thomasallen.ca

WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Hardback
$34.95
05/03/2022
Amazon/Brilliance
Publishing
FICTION / General
9781542033060
388 pages
5.5 X 8.3
Paperback edition also
available
9781542021586
NO PRINT RUN
AVAILABLE
 NYT bestselling
author

Dreaming of Flight
A Novel
Hyde, Catherine Ryan
An unexpected connection becomes the saving grace for two
unlikely friends in a heart-stirring novel about love, loss, and
moving forward by a New York Times and #1 Amazon Charts
bestselling author.
Never knowing his parents, eleven-year-old Stewie Little and
his brother have been raised on a farm by their older sister.
Stewie steadfastly tends the chickens left by his beloved late
grandmother. And every day Stewie goes door to door selling
fresh eggs from his wagon—a routine with a surprise just
around the corner. It’s his new customer, Marilyn. She’s prickly
and guarded, yet comfortably familiar—she reminds the
grieving Stewie so much of the grandmother he misses more
than he can express.Marilyn has a reason for keeping her
distance: a secret no one knows about. Her survival tactic is to
draw a line between herself and other people—one that
Stewie is determined to cross. As their visits become more
frequent, a complicated but deeply rooted relationship grows.
That’s when Stewie discovers how much more there is to
Marilyn, to her past, and to challenges that become more
pressing each day. But whatever difficult times lie ahead,
Stewie learns that although he can’t fix everything for Marilyn
or himself, at least he’s no longer alone.
9781713647317 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 9 hours
9781713647324 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 9 hours
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Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
http://thomasallen.ca

WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Paperback Original
$20.95
02/08/2022
Amazon/Brilliance
Publishing
FICTION / Literary
9781542037785
320 pages
5.5 X 8.3
NO PRINT RUN
AVAILABLE
 Toronto author now
living in Los Angeles
 She writes a column
in the NYT called
Browsing
 New voice in
contemporary
literature

Like Me
A Novel
Phelan, Hayley
A seductive psychological thriller about obsession, illusion,
and female identity in the digital age.
Though beautiful, cunning, and privileged, nineteen-year-old
Mickey finds herself with a stalled modeling career, an
escalating drinking problem, few friends, and next to nothing in
the bank. To numb her growing despair, she spends her days
frantically refreshing her Instagram feed, obsessively tracking
the movements of Insta-famous model Gemma Anton.
Mickey sees Gemma as a perfected version of herself. Gemma
is living a seemingly perfect life: a skyrocketing career, a
famous boyfriend, and adoring followers. It’s the life Mickey
wants more than anything. Mickey studies every detail Gemma
offers through the window of her phone, trying to absorb,
mimic, and become the object of her growing fascination.
When a chance encounter thrusts Mickey into a world of
opportunity, she is met with surprising―and
immediate―success. But as her online persona begins to take
over, the line between reality and illusion disappears. Then
suddenly, so does Gemma.
Engrossing, sharp, and astute, Like Me is a shimmering portrait
of infatuation, disconnection, and identity―and a dazzling
introduction to a brilliant new voice in contemporary literature.
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Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
http://thomasallen.ca

WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Hardback
$37.95
04/26/2022
Algonquin Books
FICTION / Literary
9781643750972
368 pages
6.0 X 9.0
PRINT RUN 25K
 an intensely
immersive love story
 how skin colour so
often determines
one’s fate
 bestselling author of
11 books
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Lucky Turtle
Roorbach, Bill
Bill Roorbach is back with an immersive love story of two
kindred souls in a world determined to tear them apart.
When Cindra Zoeller, sixteen, is sent to a reform camp in
Montana, she’s a young, privileged white girl who has evaded
more severe punishment for her crime. Even at Camp
Challenge, she gets special treatment, unlike the punishment
many of the girls face. She becomes transfixed by Lucky, a
watchful, capable, and mysterious camp employee, and as the
connection between them grows stronger, Lucky and Cindra
quickly become lovers. They escape into the Rocky Mountains
and create an idyllic life, living off Lucky’s vast knowledge of
the wilderness.But they can run from the outside world for
only so long, and the consequences of their naïve fantasy of
a future together—and circumstances shaped by their skin
color—will keep them apart for decades. Lucky goes to prison,
and Cindra finds herself in a cosseted and carefully surveilled
life, circumscribed by a man who claims to be her rescuer. But
for Cindra, there will never be another Lucky, and she
knows she must find him, the only man she's ever fully trusted,
her soulmate.

Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
http://thomasallen.ca

WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Hardback
$35.95
03/01/2022
Algonquin Books
FICTION / Feminist
9781643752112
240 pages
5.5 X 8.3
PRINT RUN 25K
 Winner of the
prestigious Francisco
Umbral Prize for
Book of the Year and
already a sensation
in Spain
 an inimitable new
voice in fiction.
 An award winning
Spanish poet
 For readers of The
Female Persuasion,
My Brilliant Friend,
and Want
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The Wonders
Medel, Elena
“Readers will be swept away . . . A mesmerizing and
transportive debut.” —Alyssa Raymond, Copper Dog Books,
Beverly, MA Through the vivid interior worlds of two
unforgettable characters, Elena Medel brings a half century of
the feminist movement to life, revealing how little has really
changed for women who work the night shift,
The Wonders follows María and Alicia through the streets
of Madrid, from job to job and apartment to apartment, as
they search for meaning and stability, unknowingly tracing
each other’s footfalls across time. María moved to the city
in 1969, leaving her daughter with her family but hoping to
save enough to take care of her one day. She worked as a
housekeeper, a caregiver, a cleaner—somehow always taking
care of someone else. Two generations later, during the
Women’s March in 2018, Alicia was working at the snack shop
in the Atocha train station when it overflowed with protesters
and strikers. Women, so many women, were flooding the
streets with their signs and chants. She couldn’t have
known María was among them; she was on the clock. And
later, she’d be looking for someone else, a man to take her
away for a few hours, to make her forget. Anyone but
her husband, with his pleas to go on bike rides together, to
have children, to act like the other thirtysomething couples
they knew.

Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
http://thomasallen.ca

WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Hardback
$34.95
02/08/2022
Algonquin Books
FICTION / Dystopian
9781643751061
320 pages
5.5 X 8.3
PRINT RUN 40K
 Cli-fi genre
 Her first novel,
Naamah, won 2019
National Jewish Book
Award for Debut
Fiction
 For readers of
dystopian and postapocalyptic fiction
like Tom Perotta’s
The Leftovers
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Clean Air
Blake, Sarah
The climate apocalypse has come and gone, and in the end it
wasn’t the temperature climbing or the waters rising. It was
the trees.
The world became overgrown, creating enough pollen to
render the air unbreathable. In the decade since the event
known as the Turning, humanity has rebuilt, and Izabel has
gotten used to the airtight domes that now contain her life.
She raises her young daughter, Cami, and attempts to make
peace with her mother’s death. She tries hard to be satisfied
with this safe, prosperous new world, but instead she just feels
stuck. And then the peace of her town is shattered. Someone
starts slashing through the domes at night, exposing people to
the deadly pollen—a serial killer. Almost simultaneously, Cami
begins sleep-talking, having whole conversations about the
murders that she doesn’t remember after she wakes. Izabel
becomes fixated on the killer, on both tracking him down and
understanding him. What could compel someone to take so
many lives after years dedicated to sheer survival, with
humanity finally flourishing again? Suspenseful and startling,
but also written with a wry, observant humor, Clean Air is the
second novel from poet Sarah Blake, author of the awardwinning literary debut Naamah. It will appeal to readers of The
Need, The Leftovers, and Fever Dream as it probes
motherhood, grief, control, and choice.

Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
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WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Hardback
$34.95
03/01/2022
Amazon/Brilliance
Publishing
FICTION / Historical /
General
9781542033879
360 pages
5.5 X 8.3
Paperback edition also
available
9781542033862
NO PRINT RUN
AVAILABLE
 Author born in
Leningrad and
moved to US
 She has written for
NYT, NPR and BBC
Radio
 This is her debut
novel

A Train to Moscow
A Novel
Gorokhova, Elena
In post–World War II Russia, a girl must reconcile a tragic past
with her hope for the future in this powerful and poignant
novel about family secrets, passion and loss, perseverance
and ambition.
In a small, provincial town behind the Iron Curtain, Sasha lives
in a house full of secrets, one of which is her own dream of
becoming an actress. When she leaves for Moscow to audition
for drama school, she defies her mother and grandparents and
abandons her first love, Andrei.Before she leaves, Sasha
discovers the hidden war journal of her uncle Kolya, an artist
still missing in action years after the war has ended. His pages
expose the official lies and the forbidden truth of Stalin’s
brutality. Kolya’s revelations and his tragic love story guide
Sasha through drama school and cement her determination to
live a thousand lives onstage. After graduation, she begins
acting in Leningrad, where Andrei, now a Communist Party
apparatchik, becomes a censor of her work. As a past secret
comes to light, Sasha’s ambitions converge with Andrei’s
duties, and Sasha must decide if her dreams are truly worth the
necessary sacrifice and if, as her grandmother likes to say, all
will indeed be well.
9781713621560 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713621577 Audio CD MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
http://thomasallen.ca

WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Paperback Original
$20.95
04/19/2022
Amazon/Brilliance
Publishing
FICTION / Family Life /
General
9781542037327
320 pages
5.5 X 8.3
NO PRINT RUN
AVAILABLE
 Author of the Jane
Doe novels and The
Last One Home
 Pseudonym for
Victoria Dahl
 Author of more than
25 novels

At the Quiet Edge
A Novel
Stone, Victoria Helen
A young mother has done everything possible to put the past
behind her, but it might not be enough in a gripping novel of
suspense by the Amazon Charts bestselling author of the Jane
Doe novels.
Abandoned by her fugitive ex-husband, Lily Brown is rebuilding
her life on the edge of a Kansas town that still feels the sting of
his crimes. Lily lies low, managing the isolated storage facility
where she lives with her twelve-year-old son, Everett, and
planning a better future for them both. That requires keeping
secrets. Everett has them too.
After breaking into a storage unit, Everett finds photographs
and news clippings of five girls missing for decades. For Everett,
it’s an adventure and a tempting mystery to solve. But digging
further into a stranger’s obsession is putting Everett and his
mother in the crosshairs of a killer.
Then Lily’s ex resurfaces from the shadows. Just as suddenly,
an attentive new man enters Lily’s life. And a suspicious
detective, responding to reports of a prowler, watches every
move Lily makes. It’s getting harder for Lily to know who to
trust―or whose secrets pose the most frightening threat of all.
9781713650263 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713650270 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
http://thomasallen.ca

WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Paperback Original
$22.95
02/01/2022
Amazon/Brilliance
Publishing
FICTION / Thrillers /
General
9781542030700
414 pages
5.5 X 8.3
NO PRINT RUN
AVAILABLE
 author of the
Amberlough Dossier
series which was
nominated for the
Nebula, Lambda, and
Locus award

Base Notes
Donnelly, Lara Elena
A lasting impression is worth killing for in this intoxicating
novel about memories and murder by the author of the
Amberlough Dossier series.
In New York City everybody needs a side hustle, and perfumer
Vic Fowler has developed a delicate art that has proved to be
very lucrative: creating bespoke scents that evoke immersive
memories—memories that, for Vic’s clients, are worth killing
for. But the city is expensive, and these days even artisanal
murder doesn’t pay the bills. When Joseph Eisner, a former
client with deep pockets, offers Vic an opportunity to expand
the enterprise, the money is too good to turn down. But the
job is too intricate—and too dangerous—to attempt
alone.Manipulating fellow struggling artists into acting as
accomplices is easy. Like Vic, they too are on the verge of
burnout and bankruptcy. But as relationships become more
complicated, Vic’s careful plans start to unravel. Hounded by
guilt and a tenacious private investigator, Vic grows
increasingly desperate to complete Eisner’s commission. Is
there anyone—friends, lovers, coconspirators—that Vic won’t
sacrifice for art?
9781713623953 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 13 hours
9781713623960 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 13 hours
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Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
http://thomasallen.ca

WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Paperback Original
$17.95
03/29/2022
Amazon/Brilliance
Publishing
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary
9781542034784
310 pages
5.5 X 8.3
NO PRINT RUN
AVAILABLE
 #1 Amazon Charts,
Wall Street Journal,
New York Times, and
USA Today bestselling author
 New
adult/contemporary
romances

Beauty and the Baller
Madden-Mills, Ilsa
An NFL quarterback turned small-town coach gets a second
down at love in this hopeful romance from Wall Street
Journal bestselling author Ilsa Madden-Mills.
She came to the party dressed like Princess Leia, and I was
immediately taken to a galaxy far, far away.
I hadn’t felt this way since I lost my fiancée. Too bad our onenight stand went the way of the Death Star.
Fast-forward two years later. My career as an NFL quarterback
is long gone. I take a coaching job in tiny Blue Belle, Texas,
where football is a religion and their mascot is . . . a goat. The
booster club keeps throwing women at me in an effort to keep
me here. Thanks but no thanks, guys.
My neighbor Nova Morgan is gorgeous and looks eerily
familiar. Maybe if we pretend to date, the booster club will get
off my back.
Wait a second—it’s her: Princess Leia from that party two years
ago. Turns out this is her hometown. Suddenly pretending isn’t
enough.
Can I score big this time, or am I destined for another fumble?
9781713647508 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713647515 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
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WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Paperback Original
$17.95
02/01/2022
Amazon/Brilliance
Publishing
FICTION / Women
9781542032834
288 pages
5.5 X 8.3
NO PRINT RUN
AVAILABLE
 author has been a
finalist for the RWA
Golden Heart award
as well as RITA
awards
 stories set in the
South
 USA Today
bestselling author

Deconstructed
Talley, Liz
An exhilarating novel about fast friends and fashionable
revenge by Liz Talley, the USA Today bestselling author of
Adulting.
Antique-store owner Cricket Crosby’s life is turned upside
down when she discovers that the rumors of her husband’s
affair aren’t just leisurely southern gossip. Her plan: hire an
investigator; find an attorney; enlist the help of her new
assistant, Ruby; and make her husband pay.Ruby knows how
quickly everything changes. After a dicey past, she’s
determined to forge a new future by working for Cricket and
reinventing herself as a designer, deconstructing vintage haute
couture. If anybody can help mend a few tears in Cricket’s life,
she can.But turns out Cricket’s life isn’t just a little torn. It’s
wrinkled, stained, and falling apart at the seams. With Ruby
and her ragtag relatives—a soused PI and a hunky tow truck
driver—Cricket is sleuthing her way to the truth, no matter
how dangerous it gets.Sure, Cricket’s life isn’t what she
imagined. But she’s embracing change and figuring out what
she really wants. And that’s kind of fabulous.
9781713612131 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713612148 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
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WINTER HOTLIST
FICTION
THOMAS ALLEN & SON

Paperback Original
$22.95
02/01/2022
Amazon/Brilliance
Publishing
FICTION / Thrillers /
Political
9781542029896
368 pages
5.5 X 8.3
NO PRINT RUN
AVAILABLE
 WSJ and USA Today
bestselling author
 Veteran of elite US
Navy and Marine
Corps units
 Brings his military
experience to bear in
his fiction

Deep Sleep
Konkoly, Steven
Stopping the most dangerous conspiracy to ever threaten
America means believing the unthinkable in an explosive
novel by Wall Street Journal bestselling author Steven
Konkoly.
Counter surveillance expert Devin Gray is unwittingly thrown
headfirst into dangerous new territory after the death of his
mother. Helen Gray, a paranoid and disgraced former CIA
officer, believed she was on the verge of preventing a national
catastrophe—a mission worth dying for. Others, including
Devin, believe she was chasing delusions. Until he finds what
she left behind.With the help of longtime friend and former
Marine helicopter pilot Marnie Young and a loyal team of
covert operatives Helen summoned just before her death,
Devin is propelled into a high-stakes chase across the country.
What he uncovers, clue by clue, is a conspiracy more
widespread and insidious than anyone could have
imagined.Now it’s Devin’s mission to destroy a covert network
poised to deliver a fatal blow to the future of the United States.
And also to vindicate his mother, by seeing the mission through
to its treacherous end.
9781713623830 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 11 hours
9781713623847 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 11 hours
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 Author’s title, An
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2020 Harper Lee
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 Amazon charts
bestselling author

Family Money
Zunker, Chad
A dead man’s secrets put a family in peril in a twisting novel
of suspense by the Amazon Charts bestselling author of the
David Adams series.
Alex Mahan is married to his high school sweetheart, Taylor.
They have two daughters and a beautiful home, and Alex’s
startup business is about to explode thanks to massive private
funding from his compassionate and supportive father-in-law,
Joe. With millions more to come, all is perfect—until Joe is
abducted and murdered during a family trip in Mexico.Alex’s
world is about to be turned upside down. He can’t bear to tell
his grieving wife why. The man they’ve both idolized has been
keeping secrets. The pledged millions are nowhere to be found.
The source of the original investment is a mystery, even to
Joe’s financial adviser. No one, it seems, has any idea who the
man they knew, loved, and trusted really was.As Alex digs
deeper into Joe’s shadowy life, the most shocking surprises are
yet to come. Deadly ones, too, because every lie that Alex
uncovers in Joe’s dark past puts his family in more danger.
9781713605393 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713605409 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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 NYT, PW and USA
Today bestselling
author
 Book 2 in the
Wyndham Beach
series

Goodbye Again
Stewart, Mariah
A woman strives to move beyond her devastating past in an
uplifting novel filled with hope and second chances by New
York Times bestselling author Mariah Stewart.
In the wake of her daughter’s unexplained suicide and her
husband Jim’s sudden abandonment, Liddy Bryant is
determined to move on and make some positive changes in her
life. In her hometown of Wyndham Beach, the neglected and
shuttered bookstore is also in need of renewal, and Liddy
recognizes an opportunity to get herself and the bookshop
back on track. With a little help from her friends, she’s well on
her way.Local contractor Tuck Shelby has been a friend of
Liddy’s forever. He’s made himself indispensable in the rehab
of her shop—and in her life—but now he wants out of the
friend zone. Then Jim returns with a long-overdue apology,
hoping for forgiveness and a chance to start over, and Liddy
has a life-changing choice to make.Into a year when Liddy’s
faced changes and the shocking truth of a well-kept secret
comes not only a second chance at love, but a second chance
at life.
9781713620280 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713620297 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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 Author of many
historical novels
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Romantic Novelists
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 According to
Cosmopolitan,
Marius Gabriel
"keeps you reading
while your dinner
burns."

Goodnight, Vienna
Gabriel, Marius
1937. Katya Komarovsky is studying medicine in Glasgow,
living among friends and eager to begin her career. So when
her parents announce that they’ve run out of money – that
they’ve arranged for her to work as a governess in Vienna –
the life she’s dreamed of goes up in smoke.
By the time she arrives in the unfamiliar city, Katya’s reeling
with anger at the sacrifice she’s been forced to make.
From the outset, Katya can’t help resenting her wealthy
employer, Thor, for stealing her future. Then there’s her ward,
twelve-year-old Gretchen, a friendless, deeply troubled child
with a sullen and untrusting manner. Making any sort of
breakthrough seems impossible. But as Katya grudgingly digs
into her reserves of empathy, she finds herself warming to the
eccentric pair – Thor with his brusque charm, Gretchen with
her extraordinary musical gift. Storm clouds are gathering,
though, and when Hitler annexes Austria, patriot Thor is
arrested, leaving Katya wholly responsible for keeping
Gretchen out of the clutches of the Nazis. But against the
terrifying uncertainty of the new world order, can Katya and
Gretchen flee to safety? And dare they dream of ever seeing
Thor again?

9781713646730 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 11 hours
9781713646747 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 11 hours
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fantasy
 Ponto Beach Reunion
Book 2

Gouda Friends
Yardley, Cathy
Two high school BFFs reunite and endeavor to fix each other’s
lives in this geeky romance from the author of Love,
Comment, Subscribe.
Tam Doan dumped her boyfriend after he threw away her
gourmet cheese. Sure, it’s a little more complicated than that,
but the point is, he had it coming. Newly single and
unemployed, Tam calls up her best friend from high school and
utters the emergency code word—goldfish. Next thing she
knows, she’s on a plane back home.Josh O’Malley was a
troubled, unconfident teenager. Now he’s the successful owner
of a multimillion-dollar ghost kitchen. Tam, his high school BFF
and fellow member of the Nerd Herd friend group, was
instrumental in building his self-esteem. When she calls him
out of the blue, he jumps at the chance to return the favor.Josh
and Tam immediately get to work fixing her life—but again, it’s
complicated. Their close friendship was always a lifeline
between them; a blooming romance might confuse things. Still,
at least one thing is for certain: their chemistry is un-brielievable.
9781713649984 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 9 hours
9781713649991 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 9 hours
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 Imogen’s books have
all reached # 1 status
in Australia and
Germany

Impossible To Forget
Clark, Imogen
In this poignant novel from the bestselling author of Where
the Story Starts, an extraordinary final wish brings five lives
together forever.
Just turned eighteen, Romany is on the cusp of taking her first
steps into adulthood when tragedy strikes, and she finds
herself suddenly alone without her mother, Angie, the only
parent she has ever known. In her final letter, Angie has
charged her four closest friends with guiding Romany through
her last year of school—but is there an ulterior motive to her
unusual dying wish?Each of the four guardians possesses an
outlook on life that Angie wants to give her daughter as a
legacy. Three of them have known each other since university:
the eternally nomadic and exotically named Tiger; the shy and
practical Leon with his untapped musical genius; and Maggie, a
brilliant lawyer who doesn’t know her own abilities. But the
fourth guardian is a mystery to the others: they’ve never even
heard of former model Hope before…As the guardians reflect
on their friendship with Angie, it becomes apparent that this
unusual arrangement is as much about them as it is about
Romany. Navigating their grief individually and as a group,
what will all five of them learn about themselves, their pasts—
and the woman who’s brought them all together?
9781713620754 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 12 hours
9781713620761 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 12 hours
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Karitas Untitled
Baldursdóttir, Kristín Marja - Roughton, Philip
A portrait of an artist trapped by convention and expectations
but longing for the chaos that can set her free.
Growing up on a farm in early twentieth-century rural Iceland,
Karitas Ólafsdóttir, one of six siblings, yearns for a new life. An
artist, Karitas has a powerful calling and is determined to never
let go of her true being, one unsuited for the conventional. But
she is powerless against the fateful turns of real life and all its
expectations of women. Pulled back time and again by design
and by chance to the Icelandic countryside—as dutiful
daughter, loving mother, and fisherman’s wife—she struggles
to thrive, to be what she was meant to be.Spanning decades
and set against a breathtaking historical canvas, Karitas
Untitled, an award-winning classic of Icelandic literature, is a
complex and immersive portrait of an artist’s conflict with love,
family, nature, and a country unaccustomed to an untraditional
woman—but most of all, with herself and the creative instincts
she has no choice but to follow.
9781713625612 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 15 hours
9781713625629 CD Audio MP# Unabridged 15 hours
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 Book 2 in The
Inheritance series

Matilda's Secret
Bomann, Corina - Meigs, Michael
In pre-WWII Sweden, fate and secrets change an impetuous
young woman’s life in a novel of deception, true love, and
reinvention by the bestselling author of The Inheritance of
Lion Hall.
Sweden, 1931. Matilda Wallin has a future in Stockholm:
business college, then establishing a company with the young
man she plans to marry. It’s all upended by her mother’s
death—and a stranger who has been appointed her guardian.
Matilda has no idea who Countess Agneta Lejongård is or why
this aristocrat has taken an interest in her. Agneta summons
Matilda to live with her and her family on their magnificent
country estate but remains mysterious about her connection to
Matilda. Torn from her previous life and its promises, Matilda
has no choice but to follow Agneta to venerated Lion Hall.At
first resistant to rural aristocratic life, Matilda tries to adjust. In
Agneta’s son Ingmar, Matilda finds a new friend. In Ingmar’s
twin brother, Magnus, she finds a churl who dismisses Matilda
as an interloper beneath their stature. But just as the estate
and Agneta’s benevolence win Matilda’s heart, she discovers
the secret that ties her to the Lejongårds in ways she never
imagined and that could change her life once again. Now,
Matilda must make a decision: return to Stockholm and the
commitments of her heart or take a risk on the unknown at
Lion Hall.
9781713644781 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 16 hours
9781713644798 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 16 hours
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No More Lies
A Novel
Lonsdale, Kerry
Secrets and lies shadow a woman on the run in the second
novel in the No More trilogy by Amazon Charts and Wall
Street Journal bestselling author Kerry Lonsdale.
Jenna Mason’s life seems perfect: a successful career as an
animator, a town house near the beach, and an adoring son,
Josh, whose artistic talent looks as promising as his mother’s.
But there’s something nobody realizes about Jenna. She used
to be Lily Carson, a young mother on the run from a secret no
one must ever know.After years of constantly relocating, Jenna
concedes to her son’s request to settle down. He wants to
make friends. He wants some stability. He wants to feel
normal. She convinces herself they’re safe. Until a reporter
discovers who Jenna really is, bringing her estranged father to
her doorstep. When he threatens to expose her carefully
fabricated life for the lie that it is, Jenna has no choice but to
run again.But just as she’s about to go off the grid, Josh
disappears, forcing Jenna to seek out the one person she never
thought she’d see again: Josh’s father.
9781713621621 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 9 hours
9781713621638 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 9 hours
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 Award-winning
European author
 Fictional account of
the life of the wife of
Captain James Cook

The Homecoming
Enquist, Anna - Stevens, Eileen J.
An internationally bestselling, award-winning novel peering
deep into the passions, losses, and reveries of the wife of
eighteenth-century explorer Captain James Cook.
After twelve years of marriage to English explorer James Cook,
Elizabeth has yet to spend an entire year with her husband. In
their house by the Thames, she moves to the rhythms of her
life as a society wife, but there is so much more to her than
meets the eye. She has the fortitude to manage the house and
garden, raise their children, and face unbearable sorrow by
herself—in fact, she is sometimes in thrall to her own
independence.As she prepares for another homecoming,
Elizabeth looks forward to James’s triumphant return and the
work she will undertake reading and editing his voluminous
journals. But will the private life she’s been leading in his
absence distract her from her role in aid of her husband’s
grand ambitions? Can James find the compassion to support
her as their family faces unimaginable loss, or must she endure
life alone as he sails off toward another adventure?An intimate
and sharply observed novel, The Homecoming is as revelatory
as James Cook’s exploration of distant frontiers and as richly
rewarding as Elizabeth’s love for her family. With courage and
strength, through recollection and imagination, author Anna
Enquist brilliantly narrates Elizabeth’s compelling record of her
life, painting a psychological portrait of an independent woman
ahead of her time and closely acquainted with history.
9781713621508 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 13 hours
9781713621515 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 13 hours
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The Last Goddess
A Novel
Tučková, Kateřina - Oakland, Andrew
A woman’s research into the healing goddesses of Moravia
opens a profound window into her past in an award-winning
international bestselling novel by Czech author Kateřina
Tučková
Dora Idesová, born in the White Carpathians, is the last in a
centuries-old lineage of healing women. Raised by her Aunt
Surmena and resistant to superstition, Dora grows up hearing
stories of the “goddesses” who were said to prophesize,
conjure love and curses and, through divine connection, cure
the damages of the spirit and the body. Now an academic, Dora
is researching the goddess tales that spellbound the Žítková
hillside for generations. But preserving ancient knowledge and
untold truths yields a stunning discovery. One that reaches
back to the witch trials of the seventeenth century through
Nazi Germany and to the mysteries of her own family’s past.
Embarking on an emotional journey, Dora is about to find out
how deeply and fatefully she is entwined with secret tradition
Masterfully weaving together fact and fiction, and drawing on
the stories of her ancestors, Kateřina Tučková explores the
extraordinary history of the goddesses of Moravia through one
woman‘s moving inquiry into science and superstition, fear and
persecution, and the hope and courage of believing
9781713649922 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 13 hours
9781713649939 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 13 hours
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The Lobotomist's Wife
A Novel
Greene Woodruff, Samantha
An enthralling historical novel of a compassionate and
relentless woman, a cutting-edge breakthrough in psychiatry,
and a nightmare in the making
.Since her brother took his life after WWI, Ruth Emeraldine has
had one goal: to help those suffering from mental illness. Then
she falls in love with charismatic Robert Apter—a brilliant
doctor championing a radical new treatment, the lobotomy.
Ruth believes in it as a miracle treatment and in Robert as its
genius pioneer. But as her husband spirals into deluded
megalomania, Ruth can’t ignore her growing suspicions. Robert
is operating on patients recklessly, often with horrific results.
And a vulnerable young mother, Margaret Baxter, is poised to
be his next victim.Margaret can barely get out of bed, let alone
care for her infant. When Dr. Apter diagnoses her with the
baby blues and proposes a lobotomy, she believes the
procedure is her only hope. Only Ruth can save her—and
scores of others—from the harrowing consequences of
Robert’s ambitions.Inspired by a shocking chapter in medical
history, The Lobotomist’s Wife is a galvanizing
9781713638148 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 9 hours
9781713638155 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 9 hours
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 For readers of
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Under a Sky of Memories
Lane, Soraya M.
From the bestselling author of The Last Correspondent comes
the powerful story of three brave women who go to war—
and end up fighting for their lives.
Sicily, 1943. Three American women, all nurses in the Medical
Air Evacuation Transport Squadron, are determined to do all
they can for their country. Vita is fun-loving, Dot shy and
sweet-natured, and Evelyn practical and determined, but for all
their differences, a life of military service pulls the three
together as firm friends.When they’re selected for a daring
mission, the women are proud to play their part. But disaster
strikes when their plane crash-lands behind enemy lines in
occupied Albania. Together with twenty-three other medics,
they find themselves trapped, cut off from all communication
with the squadron, and in terrifying and unimaginable
danger.As days and nights pass without hope of rescue, the
group must travel on foot across unfamiliar terrain thick with
Nazis and their violent local allies. Can Evelyn, Vita, and Dot
survive the perilous journey through enemy territory—and
finally find their way home?
9781713641339 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 11 hours
9781713641346 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 11 hours
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Reminders of Him
Hoover, Colleen
A troubled young mother yearns for a shot at redemption in
this heartbreaking yet hopeful story from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Colleen Hoover.
After serving five years in prison for a tragic mistake, Kenna
Rowan returns to the town where it all went wrong, hoping to
reunite with her four-year-old daughter. But the bridges Kenna
burned are proving impossible to rebuild. Everyone in her
daughter’s life is determined to shut Kenna out, no matter how
hard she works to prove herself .The only person who hasn’t
closed the door on her completely is Ledger Ward, a local bar
owner and one of the few remaining links to Kenna’s daughter.
But if anyone were to discover how Ledger is slowly becoming an
important part of Kenna’s life, both would risk losing the trust of
everyone important to them. The two form a connection despite
the pressure surrounding them, but as their romance grows, so
does the risk. Kenna must find a way to absolve the mistakes of
her past in order to build a future out of hope and healing.
9781713641360 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713641377 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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title
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 A “Sapphic” You’ve
Got Mail

Read Between the Lines
A Novel
Lacey, Rachel
From award-winning author Rachel Lacey comes a playful
romance about a Manhattan bookstore owner and a reclusive
author who love to hate—and hate to love—each other
Books are Rosie Taft’s life. And ever since she took over her
mother’s beloved Manhattan bookstore, they’ve become her
home too. The only thing missing is her own real-life romance like
the ones she loves to read about, and Rosie has an idea of who
she might like to sweep her off her feet. She’s struck up a flirty
online friendship with lesbian romance author Brie, and what
could be more romantic than falling in love with her favorite
author? Jane Breslin works hard to keep her professional and
personal lives neatly separated. By day, she works for the family
property development business. By night, she puts her steamier
side on paper under her pen name: Brie. Jane hasn’t had much
luck with her own love life, but her online connection with a loyal
reader makes Jane wonder if she could be the one. When Rosie
learns that her bookstore’s lease has been terminated by Jane’s
family’s business, romance moves to the back burner. Even
though they’re at odds, there’s no denying the sparks that fly
every time they’re together. When their online identities are
revealed, will Jane be able to write her way to a happy ending, or
is Rosie’s heart a closed book?
9781713620723 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713620730 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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 Debut novel
 Baking and
paleontology

Digging Up Love
Blumberg, Chandra
From debut author Chandra Blumberg comes a playful, heartfelt
romance about chasing your dreams and finding love in the
process.
Alisha Blake works her magic in the kitchen, creating delectable
desserts for her grandfather’s restaurant in rural Illinois. Though
Alisha relishes the close relationship she has with her family, she
can’t help but dream about opening a cookie shop in Chicago. She
may be a small-town baker, but Alisha has big ambitions. Then a
dinosaur bone turns up in her grandparents’ backyard. When
paleontologist Quentin Harris arrives to see the discovery for
himself, he’s hoping that the fossil will distract him from a recent
painful breakup. Instead, he finds Alisha—and sparks fly. The bigcity academic and the hometown baker seem destined for a
happily ever after .But Alisha is scared to fall in love. And
Quentin’s trying to make a name for himself in a competitive field,
which gets even more complicated when the press shows up at
the dig site. For love to prevail, the two may have to put old
bones aside—and focus on the future.
9781713625025 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713625032 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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 Australian author
 Historical fiction

Half in Shadow
A Novel
Liviero, Gemma
From the bestselling author of In a Field of Blue comes an
unforgettable novel about courage, love, and consequences at
the dawn of World War I.
1915. In German-occupied Belgium, a tragic loss forces Josephine
Descharmes to navigate dangerous new territory. By day it’s
compliance, serving German officers at the Hotel Métropole. By
night it’s resistance, working with her brothers underground to
help Allied soldiers and civilians cross the border into Holland.
Both paths put her and her family at great risk. As Josephine
struggles to keep her family safe, Arthur, a grief-stricken English
soldier trapped behind enemy lines, finds purpose and hope with
Josephine and her work. Meanwhile, Franz, a German officer
remorseful for the casualties of war, offers her protection and
opportunity. These two men from opposing sides will open her
heart and test her loyalties .Amid the sorrows of war and threats
of mortal danger and betrayal, Josephine must steer her own
fate. In a country deprived of freedom, she will make an
impossible choice—one that will forever impact the family she
cherishes and the man she loves.
9781713620693 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 12 hours
9781713620709 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 12 hours
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The Intangible
A Novel
Washington, C.J.
C.J. Washington’s riveting debut novel dives into the raw emotions
of a grieving mother whose quest to heal from a mysterious
condition threatens to unravel the lives of those around her.
Amanda Jackson has always longed to be a mother. The early weeks
of her first pregnancy are a mixture of joy, anticipation, and
uncertainty as she and her husband prepare for the journey ahead.
Then comes a devastating loss. Even though her doctors tell her
otherwise, Amanda believes she’s still pregnant. Her diagnosis is a
rare, mysterious condition called pseudocyesis. Betrayed by her
mind and body and her marriage strained, Amanda turns to
neuroscientist Patrick Davis for answers. Patrick understands the
strange twists and turns of the human mind better than anyone. But
as he spirals ever deeper into Amanda’s illness, his own home life
crumbles as his wife, Marissa, struggles to cope with her own loss.
Marissa’s unique and, some may think, macabre work is her
salvation, but it’s pulling her further and further away from Patrick
.As the two couples confront the fraught intersection of science,
death, and human emotion, they venture into the darkest corners
of each other’s lives. What they find there could change them
forever.
9781713623922 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713623939 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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No Way Back
Turner, J. B.
From the author of the bestselling Jon Reznick Thriller series
comes an exhilarating new adventure.
When the people he loves most are in danger, Jack McNeal will get
revenge...or die trying .NYPD detective Jack McNeal is used to
asking the tough questions. But a late-night visit from the Secret
Service lands Jack on the other side of the table—as a suspect in
the disappearance of his estranged wife, Caroline, a prominent
reporter on the White House beat. When her body is found floating
in the Potomac, Jack is overcome by disbelief and despair. Her
death seems eerily similar to the suspicious fatality of a young
socialite years before. Is the similarity of the two tragic incidents
simply a coincidence, or could it be a sign of a murderous
orchestrated plot to protect those in the highest echelons of the
American government? To avenge Caroline’s death, Jack embarks
on a journey into the darkest recesses of power. Suspects
abound—from haunted special forces soldiers to ex-CIA to the
president’s own body man. Along the way, Jack will be forced to
decide: Is there a line he won’t cross to expose the killer?
9781713631774 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 7 hours
9781713631781 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 7 hours
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The Paid Bridesmaid
Wilson, Sariah
From Sariah Wilson, the bestselling author of Roommaid, comes
a captivating romantic comedy about what happens when a
wedding party mixes business with romance
Rachel Vinson is a bridesmaid for hire: part confidante, part
wedding planner, and one hundred percent pretend BFF.
Discretion guaranteed. Her next gig is a destination wedding—
livestreamed and sponsored—for an Instagram influencer. That
means a paradise of new contacts, which could be a boon to her
already booming business. If Rachel can keep the very handsome
and slightly too interested best man at bay, that is. High-tech
entrepreneur Camden Lewis must know: Who is this gorgeous,
intelligent, and mysterious woman? Too good to be real.
Convinced she’s a corporate spy out to tank his company,
Camden’s not letting her out of his sight. But the constant
surveillance is also opening his eyes to things about Rachel that
he likes. If she’s a spy, she’s certainly the cutest one he’s ever
seen. As the weeks’ worth of wedding events march along, Rachel
and Camden are learning almost everything there is to know
about each other. Rachel’s made a career out of always a
bridesmaid…but perhaps there’s a chance for her own trip down
the aisle?
9781713621140 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713621157 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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The Taste of Ginger
A Novel
Shah, Mansi
In Mansi Shah’s stunning debut novel, a family tragedy beckons a
first-generation immigrant to the city of her birth, where she
grapples with her family’s past in search of where she truly
belongs.
After her parents moved her and her brother to America, Preeti
Desai never meant to tear her family apart. All she did was fall in
love with a white Christian carnivore instead of a conventional
Indian boy. Years later, with her parents not speaking to her and
her controversial relationship in tatters, all Preeti has left is her
career at a prestigious Los Angeles law firm. But when Preeti
receives word of a terrible accident in the city where she was
born, she returns to India, where she’ll have to face her estranged
parents…and the complicated past they left behind. Surrounded
by the sights and sounds of her heritage, Preeti catches a startling
glimpse of her family’s battles with class, tradition, and sacrifice.
Torn between two beautifully flawed cultures, Preeti must now
untangle what home truly means to her.
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To Love and Be Loved
Prowse, Amanda
In this life-affirming tale from bestselling author Amanda Prowse,
one woman built a new life to escape her humiliation. Now, can
she put the shame behind her and finally find happiness?
Young and desperately in love, Merrin had the whole world ahead
of her. But just as her new life was about to start, the ground
beneath her feet was cruelly swept away. Devastated by the
humiliation, she ran far away from the beloved fishing village she
had always called home to lick her wounds and escape her
gossiping friends and neighbours .It hasn’t been easy, but six years
later Merrin has forged a new life for herself far from the sea,
burying the impulsive girl she once was. But when tragedy strikes,
she has no choice but to return to the village she swore she’d
never set foot in again. Reluctantly back in the arms of her
community, Merrin begins to realize what she’s been missing out
on all these years. As she begins to remember the person she used
to be, she is forced to make choices about her future, and to
question the past. What does she want from her life? Who is
important to her? Who is to blame for everything that went
wrong? And can she forgive them, let old wounds heal and finally
be her true self again?
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Somebody's Home
Rouda, Kaira
A quiet neighborhood. A lovely home. A promising new
beginning. In a heartbeat everything can change in this
propulsive novel of suspense by USA Today bestselling author
Kaira Rouda
.Julie Jones has left her suffocating marriage. With her teenage
daughter, Jess, she’s starting over. Their new house in Oceanside
is the first step toward a new life. Even if it does come with the
unexpected. The previous owners, a pastor and his wife, have left
something—or rather someone—behind…Tom Dean has a bitter
hatred for the father who considers him a lost cause, and for the
woman who’s moved into their family’s house. The only home
he’s ever known. He’s never going to leave. She thinks he’ll be
gone in three days, but Tom has the perfect plan. For a newly
single mother and her daughter, a fresh start is the beginning of a
nightmare. Before the weekend is over, somebody is going to get
exactly what they deserve.
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Something So Sweet
Avery, Joy
A devoted small-town mayor confronts an old flame over the
fate of a historic inn in this delightful romance from author Joy
Avery.
Honeybees, history, and small-town charm are what Honey Hill,
North Carolina, is all about. Its mayor, Lunden Pierce, will stop
at nothing to protect the town’s historical landmarks and
distinctive character. She’s Honey Hill’s greatest champion. But
everything changes when Lunden’s childhood sweetheart,
Quade Cannon, returns to town. Though Quade has fond
memories of his summers in Honey Hill, he has no use for the
historic inn he’s inherited—or the honeybees living in its yard.
His plan is to sell the inn and reap the rewards. For Lunden,
though, the threat to Honey Hill’s history means war.
Determined to change Quade’s mind, she immerses him in the
town’s charm and its honeybee culture. But while he’s falling
for Honey Hill, he falls for Lunden, too—and the feeling is
mutual. As their summer romance heats up, Lunden has a
choice to make: the town she loves or the man who threatens
to change it.
9781713626220 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713626237 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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The Village
Mitchell, Caroline
From the bestselling author of the DI Amy Winter series comes
a thriller about a shocking disappearance—and the village that
has conspired to keep the truth buried.
Ten years ago, the Harper family disappeared. Their deserted
cottage was left with the water running, the television playing
cartoons, the oven ready for baking. The doors were locked from
the inside .Overnight, the sleepy village of Nighbrook became
notorious as the scene of the unsolved mystery of the decade, an
epicenter for ghoulish media speculation. For crime journalist
Naomi, solving the case has turned into an obsession. So now,
with Ivy Cottage finally listed for sale, it’s her chance to mount an
investigation like no other. And her husband and stepdaughter
don’t really need to know what happened in their new home… do
they? But Nighbrook isn’t quite the village she expected. No one
wants to talk to her. No one will answer her questions. And as
she becomes increasingly uneasy, it’s clear that the villagers are
hiding something—that there is something very dark at the heart
of this rural idyll. And the deeper she digs, the more it seems her
investigation could be more dangerous than she ever imagined…
In raking up the secrets of the past, has she made her own family
the next target?
9781713624998 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 9 hours
9781713625001 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 9 hours
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The Astronaut and the Star
Comfort, Jen
An out-of-this-world romantic comedy featuring an astronaut
tasked with training a Hollywood actor for a space flick.
Astronaut Regina “Reggie” Hayes wants to be the first woman on the
moon—it’s all she’s ever dreamed of. But after a PR disaster, Reggie
is off the list for a lunar mission. To rehabilitate her reputation with
NASA, she agrees to a different kind of assignment: astronaut
“training” with a Hollywood action hero. Jon Leo is a charmer. With
credits that include an underperforming sitcom and a campy action
flick called Space Dude, his upcoming role in a prestigious movie
could prove he’s a star. But Jon isn’t just big muscles and an
otherworldly smile—he’s also a total space nerd. He’s pumped about
his own personal space camp…until he meets ice-cold Reggie.
Although Reggie and Jon are polar opposites, their mutual attraction
is undeniable, and it only takes a few weeks in close quarters for
them to give in to its magnetic force. Jon is set on convincing Reggie
this is a match made in the heavens, but her future is in space, and
his is among stars of the Hollywood kind. The odds of successfully
launching a real relationship outside the confines of the training base
are anything but optimal, Reggie, content with keeping things casual,
is forced by a sudden turn of events to confront the possibility of
losing Jon forever. Now, she’ll do whatever it takes to win both the
man and the moon.
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Unmissing
A Thriller
Kent, Minka
A return from the past knocks a family dangerously off-balance in
a novel of spiraling suspense by Washington Post and Wall Street
Journal bestselling author Minka Kent.
Merritt Coletto and her husband, Luca, have the life they dreamed
of: a coastal home, a promising future, and a growing family. That
dream ends with a late-night knock on the door. Weak, broken, and
emaciated, it’s Luca’s first wife, Lydia. Missing for ten years,
presumed dead, and very much alive, she has quite a story. Her
kidnapping. A torturous confinement that should’ve ended with her
dead. And finally, escape. Racked with guilt over the beautiful life
they’ve built, Merritt and Luca agree to help get Lydia back on her
feet—it’s the least they can do. But the more enmeshed Lydia
becomes in Merritt’s family, the more questions Merritt has. What
is it about Lydia that’s especially unnerving? Why hasn’t she gone to
the police with her harrowing tale? What does she really want of
them? The answers, when they come, are terrifying .Because Lydia
isn’t the only one with secrets.
9781713614685 CD Standard Unabridged 7 hours
9781713614692 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 7 hours
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The Silent Sisters
Dugoni, Robert
An Amazon Charts, Washington Post, and Wall Street Journal
bestselling series.
In this pulse-racing thriller by the New York Times bestselling
author of The Last Agent, an American sleeper cell in Russia goes
silent—and it’s one man’s duty to find them. After a harrowing
escape from Russian agents on his last mission, Charles Jenkins
thinks he’s finally done with the spy game. But then the final two
of the seven sisters—American assets who have been deep
undercover in Russia for decades—cut off all communication with
their handlers. Are they in hiding after detecting surveillance? Or
have they turned and become double agents? It’s Jenkins’s duty to
find out, but he’s been added to a Russian kill list. It will require all
of Jenkins’s knowledge of spy craft—and an array of disguises—to
return to the country undetected .But plans go awry his first night
in Moscow when Jenkins gets involved in an altercation that ends
in the death of the son of one of Russia’s most powerful organized
crime leaders. Pursued by mafia henchmen, Russian agents, and a
particularly dogged Moscow police detective, Jenkins is
determined to track down the final two sisters and get them to
America—or die trying. As various forces close in, Jenkins fears
this time he might’ve pushed his luck too far.
9781713614296 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713614302 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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The Bluebonnet Battle
Brown, Carolyn
New York Times bestselling author Carolyn Brown’s
heartwarming novel about old rivalries, young love, and a lemon
meringue pie to die for.
In Bonnet, Texas, Liddy Latham, the queen of funeral dinners,
keeps a southern comfort-food tradition alive—until fancyschmancy Matilda Monroe moves back to town. She wants room at
the table for her own style of consolation and closure: healthy,
modern, and vegan. But this is about more than fried chicken
versus tofu turkey. Matilda’s return is also stirring up their volatile,
unresolved history. And just when they thought it couldn’t get
more personal…Matilda’s son, Nick, and Liddy’s niece, Amelia, have
met and the sparks are flying. For Matilda and Liddy, their precious
kin’s romance is their worst nightmare. Now, it’s all Nick and
Amelia can do to survive a family feud that has the whole town
talking. The battle for the funeral dinner crown is on. As two
strong-willed women wrestle for control, making peace with the
past may be the only way to serve the star-crossed lovers a happy
ending.
9781713638230 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 11 hours
9781713638247 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 11 hours
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Strangers We Know
Marr, Elle
The search for a serial killer leads a woman into the twisted
tangle of her own family tree in a chilling novel by the #1
Amazon Charts bestselling author of The Missing Sister and Lies
We Bury.
Adopted when she was only days old, Ivy Hon knows little about
her lineage. But when she’s stricken with a mystery illness, the
results of a genetic test to identify the cause attract the FBI.
According to Ivy’s DNA, she’s related to the Full Moon Killer, who
has terrorized the Pacific Northwest for decades. Ivy is the FBI’s
hope to stop the enigmatic predator from killing again. When an
online search connects Ivy with her younger cousin, she heads to
rural Rock Island, Washington, to meet the woman. Motivated by
a secret desire to unmask a murderous relative, Ivy reaches out
to what’s left of a family of strangers. Discovering her mother’s
tragic fate and her father’s disappearance is just the beginning.
As Ivy ventures into a serial killer’s home territory, she realizes
that she may be the next victim of poisonous blood ties.
9781713612100 CD Standard Audio Unabridged 10 hours
9781713612117 CD Audio MP3 Unabridged 10 hours
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Death in the Sunshine
Broadribb, Steph
Four ex-cops in a retirement paradise. Sure they’ll rest…when
the killer is caught
After a long career as a police officer, Moira hopes a move to a
luxury retirement community will mean she can finally leave the
detective work to the youngsters and focus on a quieter life. But it
turns out The Homestead is far from paradise. When she
discovers the body of a young woman floating in one of the pools,
surrounded by thousands of dollar bills, her crime-fighting instinct
kicks back in and she joins up with fellow ex-cops—and new
neighbours—Philip, Lizzie and Rick to investigate the murder.
With the case officers dropping ball after ball, Moira and the gang
take matters into their own hands, turning undercover homicide
investigators. But the killer is desperate to destroy all the
evidence and Moira, Philip, Lizzie and Rick soon find themselves
getting in the way—of the murderer and the police. Just when
they thought they could finally relax, they discover that someone
has infiltrated their ‘safe’ community. Can they hunt down the
murderer and get back to retiring in peace? And after all the
excitement, will they want to?
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Love on the Lake

Hunting, Helena
From USA Today bestselling author Helena Hunting comes the
second installment in the Lakeside series, where a gutsy heroine
confronts family secrets and personal struggles in the town of Pearl
Lake.
Teagan Firestone has always been the dutiful daughter, especially
since her mom died. But as her father finally begins to move on, it’s
her turn to do the same. Her destination: Pearl Lake, a close-knit
community with an entrepreneurial spirit and secrets of its own. One
of them is Aaron Saunders, who dropped out of college to work
construction for Pearl Lake’s upper class. He’s a mystery and has a
playboy reputation—that is, until he meets Teagan. Neither one of
them is looking for love, but in a town this small, it’s hard not to let
your heart get involved .As their romance heats up, Aaron’s elusive
past comes to light, and Teagan is there for him, bringing them even
closer together. But when Teagan is forced to face her own demons,
her inability to accept the support of friends and family threatens the
life she’s worked so hard to build. Can Aaron love her, even when she
can’t love herself?
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